Functional & Practical
Front-line Ballistic Protection Solutions
for Workplace Violence and Active Shooter Events
MOBILE SOLUTIONS

WonderBoard™
BALLISTIC PRESENTATION BOARD
AND ENTRY BARRIER

Mobile ballistic protection that blends into any environment.

The WonderBoard™ mobile presentation unit is made from proprietary ballistic technology offering front-line protection for doors and openings against ballistic threats in any environment. Fortified with military-grade ballistic armor, the large surface can resist multiple bullets from handguns to assault rifles and can be deployed in less than 30 seconds increasing the chances of survival in workplace violence and active shooter events.

Stay alive until help arrives™. Deploy and engage the WonderBoard™ in less than 30 seconds, buying you valuable time to retreat or take shelter behind the safety of its bullet-resistant surface.

User-installed ballistic protection that is easy on the budget.

WonderTiles™ offer an affordable and flexible solution providing your customers, employees, visitors or others with a level of ballistic protection strong enough for military use. These functional pieces not only ensure safe harbor from an assault weapon attack, they can be decorated to match any decor. Built to withstand up to NIJ Level IV attacks, these tiles and custom-sized panels offer the highest level of ballistic personal protection currently available.

Stay alive until help arrives™
- Withstands multiple handgun, rifle and shotgun blasts
- Available in various thicknesses based on anticipated threat level
- Can be mounted in front of, or behind surfaces
- Supplied as 16x16” tiles for stud mounting or in custom sizes and shapes based on your application
- Allows law enforcement time to respond
- Available in finishes to match your decor
- Suitable for offices, schools, hospitals, retail and private locations
- Turn your room into a safe-room or locate in hallways as a movable shield for first responders
- Deploy and engage in less than 30 seconds
- Easy rolling wheels glide over carpet, tile, cement or any similar floor covering
- Withstands multiple handgun, rifle and shotgun blasts
- Barrier designed to frustrate attackers
- Allows law enforcement time to respond

FIXED & MOUNTABLE SOLUTIONS

WonderTiles™
USER-INSTALL AND CUSTOM-FIT BALLISTIC SURFACE PROTECTION OPTIONS

User-installed ballistic protection that is easy on the budget.

WonderTiles™ offer an affordable and flexible solution providing your customers, employees, visitors or others with a level of ballistic protection strong enough for military use. These functional pieces not only ensure safe harbor from an assault weapon attack, they can be decorated to match any decor. Built to withstand up to NIJ Level IV attacks, these tiles and custom-sized panels offer the highest level of ballistic personal protection currently available.

Stay alive until help arrives™
- Withstands multiple handgun, rifle and shotgun blasts
- Available in various thicknesses based on anticipated threat level
- Can be mounted in front of, or behind surfaces
- Supplied as 16x16” tiles for stud mounting or in custom sizes and shapes based on your application
- Allows law enforcement time to respond
- Available in finishes to match your decor
- Suitable for offices, schools, hospitals, retail and private locations
- Turn your room into a safe-room or locate in hallways as a movable shield for first responders
- Deploy and engage in less than 30 seconds
- Easy rolling wheels glide over carpet, tile, cement or any similar floor covering
- Withstands multiple handgun, rifle and shotgun blasts
- Barrier designed to frustrate attackers
- Allows law enforcement time to respond
MULTIFUNCTION BALLISTIC PROTECTION FOR EVERY ENVIRONMENT

Visit our website at www.blockbullets.com to see our products perform against a variety of weapons and ammunition.

“The WonderTiles held up to rounds that should have defeated them. This is very impressive stuff from Safe Place Solutions.”

— Ian Kelbly
FIREARM AND AMMUNITION EXPERT